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fact sheet

Support your entire eDiscovery workflow in an intuitive platform designed for efficiency and trusted to perform.
Flexibility to adjust to your preferred workflow, from ECA and investigations to full, end-to-end review
Optimize reviews for coding efficiency and accuracy
Upload or map data, get quick, analytics-driven insights and report on progress
Fully-supported Project Management & Data Operations teams to support on-demand

eDiscovery is complex and difficult with increasing volumes of data, costly review teams and inconsistent
vendor support. Technology should be designed to reduce the burden - not add to it. We built Sightline
with a different perspective: one that fully understands our clients’ challenges and creates an innovative
experience free from compromise. The end result? Case teams can understand their documents sooner,
cull more, prioritize better and review faster with lower cost.

Conduct Smarter Reviews. Just in Time.
Software should make the case team smarter and more informed. Sightline uses analytics to inform
the case team when other documents should be kept in the same assignment batches, and defines the
optimized sort order of documents in order to promote coding speed, coding quality and minimize QC
cleanup headaches.

Sightline
Sightline allows case
teams can understand
their documents sooner,
cull more, prioritize better
and review faster with
lower cost.

Smarter Search
Results
Search results in Sightline
are designed with efficiency
in mind. Informing the case
team of documents related to
pure search hits that can be
reviewed together to optimize
coding speed and coding
quality.
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Action Similar
Documents
At the moment of actioning
a set of documents, Sightline
recommends related
documents (family members,
e-mail threaded docs & textual
near duplicates) to include
so case teams are better
informed and more efficient.

Optimized Review Order
with
SMARTASSIGNTM
With SMARTASSIGN™,
records and their children are
reviewed together along with
their textual near dupes so
documents can be reviewed
in context – reducing review
cost without compromising
comprehension.

Demystify your Review
For review managers, knowing a review’s progress,

consilio.com

activity levels and outcomes should not be mysteries
to solve for. Sightline is different from other
eDiscovery software platforms. It makes everything
about your review transparent with customizable and

Services Offered
eDiscovery Consulting,
Services & Analytics

shareable reports – without the need for service calls.
Case teams no longer stay in the dark when it comes
to knowing the progress of their review.

7 Different Standard Review Progress

Document Review
Risk Management &
Compliance
Data Forensics &
Investigations
Law Department
Management
For a full list of services,
visit: consilio.com

Compare reviewer time on
task and productivity to
others

Save and share your
customized reports with
others on the case team

Automatically schedule your
reports to run and distribute
in the future

Audit the activity of any user
or any document

Achieve Coding Speed and Coding Quality
By the Numbers

70+

It’s human nature; the faster you go, the more prone to mistakes you are. Sightline defies nature with tools
designed to structure and execute reviews for efficiency, increase coding speed and reduce reviewer
fatigue. The end result? Faster coding speeds without sacrificing coding quality.

Offices, Data Centers & Review
Facilities around the world

3,000+

Seats of Review Capacity

31+

Languages covered in Review
Projects Globally

8,000+

Optimized Document Sorting
Search results in Sightline are designed with
efficiency in mind. Informing the case team
of documents related to pure search hits that
can be reviewed together to optimize coding
speed and coding quality.

Progressive Coding Forms
Coding forms present decisions in
a progressive, logical flow, instead
of everything-at-once — reducing
comprehension time of unnecessary coding
decisions.

Matters Currently
Hosted Globally

120MM

Documents managed in
a Single Matter

Coding Stamps and Code Same as Last
Reviewers reach a higher “cruising altitude”
with personalized one-click tools to reduce
fatigue-inducing repetitive coding actions.

Codesync Similar Documents
Reviewers can code entire families, email
threads or textual near dupe groups as a unit,
so consistent coding is applied to all selected
documents instantaneously.

Ready to Learn More?

Visit consilio.com/sightline or email sightline@consilio.com
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